INTRODUCTION

Krinsky and Wang (K & W) developed an expression for
the longitudinal beam transfer function (BTF) Gmn(R) in a storage ring, which is the frequency-domain response of a bunch to a total-voltage excitation obtained by an inversion procedure applied to the Vlasov equation [ 11. Their expression is valid for radio-frequency (rf) potentials with monotonic synchrotron frequencies and is expressed in a basis of azimuthal harmonics. It also serves as a basis for derivation of part of Shaposhnikova's explicit formulation of the BTF and her BTF matrix elements M r ( R ) [2] , the latter obtained through the use of Lebedev's synchrotronharmonic expansion [3] .
Although Krinsky and Wang's expression has a singular denominator that is difficult to work with directly, it permits insertion of a series expansion for a singular denominator that results in an expression for Gmn(R) (G,,(R) relates excitations near the nth revolution harmonic to the beam's response near the mth revolution harmonic) with frequency dependence that is the Fourier transform of a causal function hmn(t) determined by the single-particle dynamics. A similar procedure can be applied to M Y .
This function is readily calculated and provides a numerical method, when inserted into dispersion relations, by which coherent frequencies including all synchrotron harmonics may be calculated in one step (Sec. 2).
What is also interesting is that, since the analytic properlinked to the t + 00 asymptotics off, an assessment of the analytic properties of G, , through the asymptotics of h,, may be made, at least numerically. 
FOURIER TRANSFORM EXPRESSION FOR THE BEAM TRANSFER FUNCTION
First take a moment to become familiar with the notation used here. 
p=--00
where T = T ( J ) is the radial variable that is the maximum value of q5 on the trajectory with action variable J and J , is the Bessel function of the first kind. Eq. (7) is then substituted into Eq. (2) . A Bessel-function identity is employed to get where R,,(O) = dm2 + n2 -2mncosO. Inserted into Eq. (5), h,, is much more easily computed using Eq. (8) than when using the exact Q. (2) .
Numerical evidence that G,,(R) is analytic was found using the approximate Q. (8) and Eq. 13) is necessarily bounded by a decaying exponential as 7---t 00 [4] , ensuring that M r ( R ) is regular on and about the real-R axis. This is the result of this section.
CONCLUSION
An expression for the beam transfer function Gmn(R) in a basis of azimuthal harmonics that is the Fourier transform of a causal function hmn(7) was developed. This expression includes all orders of synchrotron harmonics and, when the causal function is precalculated, is an efficient way to numerically calculate dispersion relations. As a Fourier transform, it permits the evaluation of analytic properties of G, , through the large-.r asymptotics of Itmn. This was done numerically with an approximate form for hmn(7-) and the @4 rf potential. A condition ensuring that the terms M r (R) of G, , (R) expressed in a series in synchrotron harmonics are regular on and about the real-R axis was also developed.
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